Performance Bonus Pool

- How many metrics will be tied to the performance bonus pool?
- How will we be able to validate the data that the state has?
- What happens to the PBP dollars if a region does not meet a measure goal?
- How are the PBP dollars divided if we have multiple measures? If we meet one measure but not another, do we get a portion of the dollars?
- Heavy on the inpatient measures but most projects have outpatient measures or community measures
- Clarity if we need to do a community needs assessment
- 2 year data lag is unacceptable
- Doesn’t seem to be one measure that fits all providers
- Gaps in measures: oral health, preventive screenings, chronic BH issues, chronic disease that accompanies BH issues, care coordination to impact total health needs of patients
- Concern about urban vs rural capabilities
- Incentivize a way to collaborate

PFM

- What happens to funds if a project isn’t replaced?
- What happens to funds if project capped at 5 million?
- What happens if a project is not sustainable?
- What will the core components and project sustainability requirements be?
- How do projects further integrate with MCOs?
- Will we be able to propose new projects with leftover funds?
- Can we chose new Category 3 measures?
- Will we have an opportunity to tweak current projects without completely re-writing?
- Can a replacement project have a higher value than the original project?
- If project is at 100% Medicaid, will your MLIU & QPI be the same and will we be “dinged” for counting same population?
- What is the timeline for adjusting goals? (MLIU, QPI)
- Forces the increase of uninsured patient enrollment in order to remain qualified for same level of reimbursement
- Providers like the new MLIU definition
- Please define the transformational next steps
- Limited time for preparation
- More examples for scenarios
- Goals, expectations & metrics should be clearly defined at the onset of the program
- Communication needs to be timely and changes should be minimal
Skinny Skinny Menu

- Include 2.19.1 in the skinny menu.
- Age limitations for measures
- Telemedicine & Texas Medical Board alignment